This study aimed to clarify the relationship between the form of continuous spaces and the thermal environment in warm urban areas by examining the room temperature change by the difference in outlines, partitions, and the insulation performance of the internal space as room form and the indoor thermal environment on continuous spaces in warm urban areas.
Each region have a lot of originality to achieve their comfortable thermal environment. Traditional Japanese houses have been designed to be waste heat, as densely inhabited urban environment, houses need to be closed the outside and the people need to use active techniques assuming air conditioning control. Besides, it would be an important condition, particularly in the design of urban housing to expand indoor space and environment.
On the other hand, one-room houses have characteristics of creating various spatial connections by continuous area constitution. In housing architectonics such houses also have a possibility housing architectonics expanding indoor space while being closed for outdoors. Houses with a continuous space can be divided by the outline of the room and partitions. However, the segmental way is related to not only the spatial difference but also the thermal environment. Besides, various places that have different spatial and environmental characteristics would be created.
Focusing on the form of such houses, the temperature change and the air conditioning load would enable us to clarify the balance of the space and the indoor environment in house design to get acclimated to urban areas. This study aims to demonstrate clarify the relationship between the form of continuous spaces and the thermal environment in warm urban areas.
Methods:
First, we set continuous room models. These models are assumed to be closed for the outside and have both a room temperature control area using air conditioning by a partial intermittent method and non-control areas leaving a change of the room temperature to air movement between areas.
Furthermore, we set models that are varied in outlines or partitions as baselines and simulated the transition of the temperature change per time partially thinned out and the insulation performance is strengthened. We caught both basic transformation like outlines or having partitions or not and derivative transformation like the placement of partitions or the insulation performance of partitions synthetically and examined their corresponding problems.
Results: conditioning load.
3) As for an amoebic space which has no partitions and spreads out vertically, the temperature had small unevenness and the heat load was large. On the other hand, as for a space like cell which has partitions and opens planarly, the temperature had large unevenness and the heat load was small.
Insulation performance being improved, the difference of the heat load becomes small and the correlation of the spatial expanse and temperature unevenness becomes critical.
Conclusions:
The present study has demonstrated the relationship between the room form and the indoor thermal environment on continuous spaces in warm urban areas. The present result suggested the possibility of expanding indoor spaces and thermal environment by continuous areas in urban areas. 
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